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After years of research, development, and testing, we
are proud to launch our first corporate spinoff,
ONEG8.ONE—a project that initially began as a
science and research business unit of the ATROMG8
Network and Tech Lab. ONEG8.ONE is now a legally
separate company, with its permanent home and
domicile in the “Crypto Valley” of Zug, Switzerland. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At ONEG8.ONE the “Your Keys, Your Coins,
Your Data, Your Life” ethos is not only a
slogan but a living ethical guideline for all
coders, developers, and network partners
who are contributing to the ONEG8.ONE
digital ecosystem. 

ONEG8.ONE Switzerland AG i.G (incorporation in
process)—pronounced “ONE GATE ONE”—is a data
privacy-focused ecosystem that offers decentralized,
Web 3.1* blockchain solutions for consumers and
businesses. As an answer to the urgent and growing
need for data private technologies, ONEG8.ONE
offers Web 3.1 tools and services for social media,
communications, IT, e-commerce, business, team
management, data analytics, decentralized finance,
education, entertainment, and more. 

ONEG8.ONE provides a digital, blockchain-
based multi-tool ecosystem where there are
no dopamine-creating algorithms, no data
harvesting—and most importantly, it
embeds the fundamental right to privacy in
its code. In this way, ONEG8.ONE combines
the highest levels of encryption and data
protection with the most advanced
technologies for communication, social
interaction, entertainment, and business
operations. 

ONEG8.ONE 

*Web 3.1 is focused on creating a more intelligent and interconnected web through the use of semantic web
technologies. By comparison, Web 3.1 is an entirely new structure focused on taking the decentralization and privacy
capabilities of Web 3.0 further through the use of advanced technologies such as blockchain and artificial
intelligence. As brought forward through ONEG8.ONE, Web 3.1 places a strong emphasis on improving the way we
communicate with each other, and how we act as a society in the digital space based on transparency and fairness.
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A SMART NETWORK
FOR SMART PEOPLE

The total value of ONEG8.ONE—in code, time, and other investments—has reached over $25 Million USD to
date. In its first year of operation, the ecosystem won several new partners and made sales of over $2 Million
USD, which allowed the ecosystem to become self-sustaining. This success pushed the decision to raise more
funds for the purpose of increasing awareness of ONEG8.ONE on the market. These fundraising activities
include the selling of NFTs* backed by shares of the company to early investors who understand that the time
has come for a new, revitalized, and privacy-centered approach to global business network service, information
technology (IT), social media, and communications. 

The ONEG8.ONE ecosystem leverages every
available technical resource to attain these
objectives ethically and sustainably, offering the
best possible conditions for users to productively
collaborate in teams—while enjoying the highest
quality social media connections—without
exposing themselves to dopamine-based
addiction techniques on traditional social media,
nor subjecting their operational data to the data
harvesting strategies found on many business
communication platforms. All this, while avoiding
the danger of inadvertently exposing their data to
hacks and data breaches.

As “the smart network for smart people,” ONEG8.ONE
focuses on the creation of a digital lifestyle where
authentic community building happens naturally, within
a safe and trusted ecosystem. ONEG8.ONE's advanced
data-protected digital environment, file-sharing
platform, and other core features are leading the field in
Web 3.1 decentralization and blockchain technology—
and more importantly, they are increasing the overall
value of the global social media, communication, and IT
market. Through our interconnected tools for the
consumer, education, and business markets,
ONEG8.ONE creates tangible value for exceptional
people and projects in our communities. 

$25 MILLION VALUATION

At this stage in its evolution, ONEG8.ONE is an established platform that has been in development since 2016 and
tested with over 5,000 users to make sure that it is both simple and powerful to use—while delivering the complete
set of tools users need to reach their business and social goals in a complex digital world and market.

ONEG8.ONE 

*NFT stands for Non-Fungible Token, which is a unique digital asset that represents ownership or proof of authenticity of a specific item or piece of content, such as art, music, videos, collectibles,
or ownership shares in a company. NFTs are stored on a blockchain and cannot be replicated or exchanged on a one-to-one basis like traditional cryptocurrencies, making them valuable and
distinct.



Traction to Date 
In the last five years, our user tests and findings have
led to the holistic approach with which we have built
the ONEG8.ONE project. Also, despite facing
challenges related to the pandemic and the start of
the Ukraine War during this time, ONEG8.ONE has
succeeded in developing over 700 tools and action
points that are kept in operational balance by nearly
15 million lines of code. In this respect, the project
currently offers features and capabilities that go far
beyond its originally planned functionality—and it
has done so with maximum efficiency in terms of
schedule and budget. 

Establishing ONEG8.ONE as an independent
company with its own corporate structure is a critical
part of this mission of growth. Now as a complete
organization—with dedicated teams for marketing,
sales, technology, development, and operations—
ONEG8.ONE is strategically positioned for the rapid
expansion of its network, and the onboarding of the
new ONEG8.ONE user, and the exponential growth
of the ONEG8.ONE G8-COIN economy. 

With a powerful focus on marketing and sales
in the months and years ahead, ONEG8.ONE is
in the process of realizing the success it
deserves—while continuing to develop,
optimize, and expand its state-of-the-art
technologies and use cases.

Now, we begin a new chapter in the ONEG8.ONE
success story, and we can begin marketing and
customer acquisition with absolute stability as a
completely independent project and company.
As an added bonus, very low recurring costs
mean that ONEG8.ONE has already reached the
critical mass of users and customers required for
network profitability. With the platform already
working in profit, it is time to focus on the mission
of growing and expanding our continually
widening network of global consumer, business,
and educational users.

ONEG8.ONE 



WHY DATA PRIVACY? 
WHY NOW?

Before exploring the ONEG8.ONE
network and its suite of data-private
services and tools—it is vital to
understand the urgent and growing
importance of data privacy in the context
of today’s technological landscape. 

The topic of data privacy begins with the
largest technology companies in the world,
which are currently engaged in something
akin to a “data war.” While completely
unfamiliar to many, this data war has been
going on for decades, mostly under the
surface of public awareness. Essentially, it
is a race to harvest as much data as
possible—on the actions, preferences,
communications, purchase decisions,
social connections, business operations,
and accounting of every person and every
business in the world. 

ONEG8.ONE 

Until the last several years, most consumers and
businesses were not aware of this data war, nor were
they aware that tech companies were harvesting their
data, nor what they were doing with it. Of the few who
did understand, most did not know that their data was
far more valuable than the free and low-cost tech
services these companies provide. As we've heard
many times, when services related to social media,
business operations, communications, and
entertainment are free, then YOU are the product. 

Today, people, businesses, and governments are
waking up. They're realizing that their data is far more
valuable than they imagined, and that big tech
monopolies have been taking it from them without
compensation. With this realization, the “data war” is
intensifying—and consumers, governments, and
businesses are gradually taking action to protect
themselves. These groups are demanding more data
privacy, and the global data protection market is
expanding as a result. 

The Data Protection Market is expected to grow from $15.49 billion USD in 2020 to $170.54

billion USD by 2030, representing a CAGR of 27.2%.

The Data Privacy Software Market is also projected to grow from $1.69 billion USD in

revenue in 2022 to $35.09 billion USD in revenue in 2030, representing a CAGR of 40.2%. 

The global Web 3.0 blockchain market—which offers data privacy through decentralized

identity technology—is expected to grow from $1.73 billion USD in 2022 to approximately

$25.78 billion USD in 2030, representing a CAGR of 44.9%

As more people, businesses, and government leaders understand the value of data, we expect these
numbers to grow even higher, and ONEG8.ONE has strategically positioned itself to intersect that trend. 

2.
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UNDERSTANDING THE 
VALUE OF DATA

Understanding the value of data starts by looking at the top five most valuable corporations in the world.
Not only are these companies the most valuable by market cap, but they also own some of the largest
reserves of data in the world. This is not a coincidence. These companies are wealthy and powerful
because they have spent the last two decades fighting to collect and control as much consumer and
business data as possible. In fact, Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Amazon are well-known for aggressively
harvesting data from those who use their free and low-cost consumer and business platforms. 

Four out of the five most valuable corporations in the world by market cap are also companies known to own and
control some of the largest reserves of data in he world. Image source: Companies by Market Cap, Jan. 20, 2023 

ONEG8.ONE 

https://companiesmarketcap.com/
https://companiesmarketcap.com/
https://companiesmarketcap.com/


THERE ARE SEVERAL REASONS WHY DATA IS MAKING
THESE COMPANIES WEALTHY AND POWERFUL:

Google (Alphabet) has been the most
successful at serving digital advertising due to
its large business and consumer user base—
and the massive amounts of high-quality data
that it continually extracts from them. According
to Statistica, Google owns an estimated 28.6%
of global digital advertising revenue.

Digital Advertising Profits

Competitive Business Advantages Through
AI Analytics and Business Intelligence

By feeding advanced AI systems with large quantities of data, businesses and organizations can
create better forecasting models—essentially allowing them to see more clearly into the future. This
gives certain organizations and their partners a tremendous competitive advantage over businesses
and organizations that don't have access to as much information. Essentially, with better intelligence
and forecasting, larger firms and their partners crush their smaller competitors who cannot forecast
the trends as accurately. 

ONEG8.ONE 

Tech firms like Apple, Microsoft, Google, Amazon,
and Facebook leverage the data they harvest from
users to serve targeted digital ads. These targeted
digital ads are so successful and profitable that
the global digital advertising market is expected to
reach $281.32 billion in value by 2025. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/290629/digital-ad-revenue-share-of-major-ad-selling-companies-worldwide/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/08/24/2285746/0/en/The-Digital-Advertising-Industry-Gets-Interactive-With-Its-Products-And-Services-As-Per-The-Business-Research-Company-s-Report-On-The-Digital-Advertising-Market.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/08/24/2285746/0/en/The-Digital-Advertising-Industry-Gets-Interactive-With-Its-Products-And-Services-As-Per-The-Business-Research-Company-s-Report-On-The-Digital-Advertising-Market.html


WHY IS DATA SO VALUABLE?

With enough data, large organizations can leverage AI technology and social media to steer public
discourse and influence the political stage—in some cases, they can even incite protests, political
violence, and war. In fact, the latest AI-based technologies for curating news and social media
feeds allows companies to deliver information and content to social media and smartphone users
in ways that subconsciously alter how they think, act, believe, vote, and spend their money. 

Political Power and Influence

“Social media platforms have been used to suppress internal dissent, meddle in democratic
elections, incite armed violence, recruit members of terrorist organizations or contribute to
crimes against humanity, as in the case of persecution of the Rohingya in Myanmar. In 2020
there was evidence of social media manipulation in 81 countries and of firms offering
‘computational propaganda’ campaigns to political actors in 48 countries.”

Tech companies—especially social media and
communications platforms—have even been known to work
closely with governments and corporations while making
policy decisions about limiting (and/or promoting) the
dissemination of certain perspectives and ideas. For
example, the Indian government proposed that social media
firms rely on fact-checking by its government agencies when
it comes to curating and banning user content. Most
consumers and business owners already know where they
stand on this controversial subject. 

Through these efforts—and especially when massive
quantities of freshly-harvested user data is fed to
sophisticated AI algorithms—tech platforms can significantly
increase the political power and influence of themselves and
their partners. Without sufficient quantities of business and
consumer data, these systems are powerless. 

According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute: 

ONEG8.ONE 

https://demtech.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2021/02/CyberTroop-Report20-Draft9.pdf
https://www.sipri.org/commentary/topical-backgrounder/2021/social-media-tool-peace-or-conflict
https://techcrunch.com/2023/01/17/india-proposes-social-media-firms-rely-on-fact-checking-by-government-agencies/
https://www.sipri.org/commentary/topical-backgrounder/2021/social-media-tool-peace-or-conflict
https://www.sipri.org/commentary/topical-backgrounder/2021/social-media-tool-peace-or-conflict
https://www.sipri.org/commentary/topical-backgrounder/2021/social-media-tool-peace-or-conflict
https://www.sipri.org/commentary/topical-backgrounder/2021/social-media-tool-peace-or-conflict
https://www.sipri.org/commentary/topical-backgrounder/2021/social-media-tool-peace-or-conflict
https://www.sipri.org/commentary/topical-backgrounder/2021/social-media-tool-peace-or-conflict


WHY IS DATA
SO VALUABLE?

Tech companies are also using their vast reserves of data to make radical advancements
in AI technology. The awe-inspiring capabilities of AI systems—such as Chat GPT3—
would not be possible without data that was harvested from the businesses and
consumers that use free and low-cost digital platforms and smartphones for their daily
business, communications, and social media. 

 AI Training, Automation, and Job Replacement

Unfortunately, many of the people who provided the data that trained these AI systems, will
have their jobs rendered obsolete by AI. IBM estimated that, by 2023, as “many as 120 million
workers in the world's 12 largest economies may need to be retrained or reskilled as a result
of AI and intelligent automation.” 

Tech firms will profit from selling the work and services that these AI systems perform.
However, the users who unknowingly provided the training data for these systems will not be
compensated. Instead, they could lose their livelihoods.

ONEG8.ONE 

https://newsroom.ibm.com/2019-09-06-IBM-Study-The-Skills-Gap-is-Not-a-Myth-But-Can-Be-Addressed-with-Real-Solutions
https://newsroom.ibm.com/2019-09-06-IBM-Study-The-Skills-Gap-is-Not-a-Myth-But-Can-Be-Addressed-with-Real-Solutions


THE DARK SIDE 
OF DATA COLLECTION
Considering the incredible wealth and power that
large technology firms—and their partners—gain
from consumer data, one would think that it costs
a lot to acquire it, but as we have already
established, they're harvesting our data for free. 

According to Dr. Daniel Kruger, an expert
in human behavior from the University of
Michigan, social media platforms like
Facebook are so hungry for consumer
data that they leverage “the same
techniques as gambling firms to create
psychological dependencies and ingrain
their products in the lives of their users.”
Each time a user swipes down on his or
her phone to refresh the screen, they are
using a function that social media firms
modeled from highly addictive casino
slot machines. “These social media
messages can activate the same brain
mechanisms as cocaine [does],” says
Kruger.

In this vein, the words of ex-Facebook
executive Chamath Palihapitiya are the
most chilling:

“It literally is at a point now where I think we have created tools that are ripping apart the
social fabric of how society works. That is truly where we are, and I would encourage all of you
as the future leaders of the world to really internalize how important this is. If you feed the
beast, that beast will destroy you.” 

“This whole shadow economy that runs our world now and concentrates our wealth and
reduces your future would not be possible without the data that’s coming from you and your
friends. You are the fuel for it. You’re giving away all your data for free. You don’t know what
data has been taken from you. You don’t know how it’s ultimately used. You don’t have any
opportunity to take pride in it. You don’t have any opportunity to make it better. To you, it’s a
mystery so you pretend it’s nothing. But it isn’t nothing.”

“When you realize that data is the new oil. When you realize that this thing being taken from
you, that you don’t think about, is the future economic value – is your future economic value. It’s
your future economic power. All of a sudden, I hope you can see that you’re giving away
everything in exchange for almost nothing.”

In fact, tech firms have gone to great lengths to
offer free and low-cost technologies—like
smartphones, social media, gaming, digital
entertainment, IT, and communications platforms,
and business services. The reason these
technologies cost almost nothing is because the
data they harvest is far more valuable than any fee
the user would pay. 

ONEG8.ONE 

Additionally, these services and platforms are
designed to create human addiction and
business dependencies—so their users spend as
much time as possible on the platforms, thus
ensuring maximum data collection. 

https://ihpi.umich.edu/news/social-media-copies-gambling-methods-create-psychological-cravings
https://ihpi.umich.edu/news/social-media-copies-gambling-methods-create-psychological-cravings
https://ihpi.umich.edu/news/social-media-copies-gambling-methods-create-psychological-cravings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6e1riShmak


PEOPLE, BUSINESSES &
GOVERNMENTS ARE WAKING UP
TO THE NEED FOR DATA PRIVACY

People, businesses, and governments are
beginning to realize that tech companies
are stealing their data, that the stolen data is
extremely valuable—far more valuable than
the free and low-cost services these
companies provide—and that their data is
actually being used against them.

In a 2018 Harvard Business Review paper,
Jaron Lanier and E. Glen Weyl argued that
society is being exploited by technology
companies—that they are being tricked
through addictive tactics into giving away their
valuable data for little or no compensation.
According to Lanier and Weyl:

“If the AI economy grows as anticipated, the value of data is likely to explode, just as
new applications for oil (such as cars) made the value of that resource explode. We
have calculated that even if AI ends up as only 10% of the economy, just the AI-
feeding aspect of data dignity could deliver $20,000 in annual income for an average
American family of four (though they might also have added expenses to pay for
digital services).”

86% of consumers say they care about data privacy and want more control of their data (Cisco
consumer survey).
79% of consumers say that they are willing to act to protect their privacy by not making purchases,
they expect to pay more for privacy, and they will spend money to protect their data (Cisco
consumer survey)*.
54% of mobile gamers are worried about the privacy of their data (Facebook Gaming survey).

* ONEG8.ONE is ready to provide business, social media, entertainment, gaming, and communication
services to the 79% of consumers who are willing to spend money to protect their data.

ONEG8.ONE 

Through the education efforts of data privacy advocates—like
Kruger, Palihapitiya, Lanier, Weyl, and many others—the following
2021 statistics from Cisco and 2022 statistics from Facebook
Gaming show that consumers and businesses are finally waking
up and joining the call for more data privacy:

Lanier explains these issues in a short video production for the
New York Times. The revelations are eye-opening.



PEOPLE, BUSINESSES &
GOVERNMENTS ARE WAKING UP
TO THE NEED FOR DATA PRIVACY

According to the Cisco consumer survey, a significant percentage of consumers have already terminated
relationships with both online and traditional companies over data privacy concerns. A third (33%) left
social media companies and 28% left Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Those surveyed also left other
types of companies. Approximately 19% terminated a relationship with a retailer, 19% terminated a
credit-card provider, and 18% terminated a bank or financial institution due to data privacy concerns.

Particularly striking is the fact that nearly half (47%) of these terminated relationships were significant
ones (defined by its breadth and/or length of time the individual had been a customer). Consumer
concerns are now extending to any company that makes use of their data, even when they are
companies that they have maintained relationships with for years. 

ONEG8.ONE 

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/consumer-privacy-study-finds-online-privacy-is-of-growing-concern-to-increasingly-more-people/


PEOPLE, BUSINESSES &
GOVERNMENTS ARE WAKING UP
TO THE NEED FOR DATA PRIVACY

40% of those surveyed don't trust companies to use their data ethically.
13% don't trust their employers to use their data ethically. 
40% said that they are very concerned about how companies collect their data.
39% said they are very concerned about how companies store their data. 
47% were concerned about data hacks. 
51% were concerned about firms selling their data. 
86% of the respondents feel a growing concern about data privacy.

ONEG8.ONE 

Some consumers are even taking legal
action over the theft of their data and
privacy violations. At the time of this writing,
Apple is facing its fourth class-action
lawsuit in 2023 over its alleged privacy
violations against iPhone users related to
its aggressive data collection tactics.

If the consumers in these surveys and
lawsuits continue with the same behaviors
and concerns in the coming years, we can
expect to see a steady increase in the
number of individuals taking direct action to
close accounts due to data privacy concerns.

As everyday people and businesses begin to
understand the value of data, how data
harvesting is being used against them—and
the urgent need for more data privacy—
governments around the world are also taking
action to tighten their data privacy laws. 

The European Union’s GDPR data privacy law
limits the ability of companies to collect data
on consumer actions and restricts the way
they can move and use the personal data of
their customers. The United States has also
tightened the restrictions of data privacy rules
such as SOC-2, CCPA, and HIPAA. In fact,
these stricter data privacy laws have all but
killed the third-party cookie. This is making it
harder for digital advertising firms like
Facebook (Meta), Google, Android, and Apple
to collect high-quality consumer data for
delivering targeted ads—and it's rendering
their business models less profitable. 

These efforts are only the tip of the iceberg. As
more technology firms—like ONEG8.ONE—
provide data-private alternatives, individuals and
businesses will have more opportunities to
improve their “digital hygiene,” stop exposing
their data for free, and avoid the dopamine
addiction cycles of modern technology. 

Another 2021 study from KPMG corroborates these findings. This KPMG study found that U.S.
consumers feel increasingly uneasy about the data collection practices of corporations:

https://gizmodo.com/apple-iphone-analytics-privacy-4th-lawsuit-1850048418
https://www2.deloitte.com/ge/en/pages/risk/articles/the-general-data-protection-regulation.html
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/third-party-cookie-phase-out#:~:text=Many%20marketers%20saw%20the%20cookie%20phase%2Dout%20coming.&text=If%20not%2C%20the%20website%20can,the%20user%20continues%20to%20browser.


THE LARGEST TECH FIRMS ARE
TIGHTENING THEIR GRIP ON DATA

As governments restrict access to consumer data, it's
becoming harder for marketers to collect the
consumer data they need for accurate digital
advertising. Not only do tech firms need to comply
with tighter data privacy regulations, but the largest
technology companies are now engaging in strategic
tactics to capture and control the data that's left. 

ONEG8.ONE 

For example, Apple updated its iOS to let users turn
off the ability of Facebook and other third-party apps
to track user activity on smartphones. According to
one estimate, 96% of iOS users activated the privacy
feature. Android (Google) also plans to restrict the
ability of third-party apps like Facebook to track user
actions and data on smartphones. This has had
devastating consequences for Facebook's business
model, which relies on that data.

While these heightened data restrictions may appear
like they are improving consumer data privacy, a
darker reality could also be the case. These
organizations could be making strategic moves—as a
part of the larger data war—to secure and control
first-level access to consumer data. By making sure
all access to data goes through them—and their
products, devices, and cloud services—the largest
tech companies appear to be securing their ability to
use, leverage, and sell this data, along with the power
and wealth that comes with it.

ONEG8.ONE offers a way out of this technological,
data-harvesting matrix by offering a suite of powerful,
easy-to-use, and data-private solutions for business,
data storage, communication, file sharing, social
media, entertainment, eCommerce, online education,
team management, and more. In this way,
ONEG8.ONE empowers any person, business, or
organization to enjoy all of the benefits of modern
technology while maintaining full privacy and control
of their data—including who sees their information
and whether third parties can access it or use it. 

In the following sections, we describe how ONEG8.ONE, the G8-CHAIN
blockchain—and the engine of the $G8-COIN economy—empower businesses
and consumers to embrace the “Your Keys, Your Coins, Your Data, Your Life”
ethos, while continuing to enjoy all of the communications, social media, remote
education, and business IT benefits of modern technology. 

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2021/06/apple-advances-its-privacy-leadership-with-ios-15-ipados-15-macos-monterey-and-watchos-8/
https://mashable.com/article/ios-14-5-users-opt-out-of-ad-tracking
https://blog.google/products/android/introducing-privacy-sandbox-android/


Now that we have explored the current technological landscape and the growing
trend—as well as the urgent need for—data private services for everyday life and
business, let’s discover the suite of innovative tools and services that users gain
access to when they join the ONEG8.ONE ecosystem. 

In all of the ONEG8.ONE descriptions that follow, consider ONGE8.ONE as if it were a
luxury spaceship. The ONEG8.ONE ecosystem and platform is the ship itself, its
blockchain technology (G8-CHAIN) is the state-of-the-art engine inside it, and its utility
coin ($G8-COIN) is the rocket fuel that propels it. Of course, the user is the pilot who
drives it—and because it’s a data-private platform, this luxury spaceship has dark-
tinted windows.

Now, let's take a look under the hood at the most exciting features and capabilities of
the ONEG8.ONE “spaceship”:

ONEG8.ONE 
ECOSYSTEM FEATURES:

ONEG8.ONE 

SOCIAL MEDIA, COMMUNICATIONS, DEFI
CROWDFUNDING, BUSINESS IT, AND MORE
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This is why ONEG8.ONE provides all
the features and advantages of
traditional social media and business
communications. These include the
ability for individuals, groups, and
teams to create and share text, photos,
videos, likes, and comments. Users
can also participate in person-to-
person, group, and team-level text
messages and video calls.

SOCIAL MEDIA 
FOR EVERYONE

What sets ONEG8.ONE apart from
classic social media and business
communications is its complete
rejection of all dopamine-generating
mechanisms. Since ONEG8.ONE does
not collect any user data, there is no
need to use these unhealthy and
addictive strategies to boost platform
engagement. Instead, ONEG8.ONE
focuses on the absolute privacy,
security, and safety of its users first. 

In this way, ONEG8.ONE encourages
conscious interactions between
individuals, audiences, businesses,
students, schools, and universities—
allowing them to organize and
communicate with the confidence that
they are not being spied on or
manipulated, nor are they being
unconsciously subjected to
dopamine-based addiction strategies.

Finally, ONEG8.ONE includes powerful tools for schools, universities, and parents to create protected
accounts for students and children. For example, parents and schools can set limits and controls on
student accounts, supervise the activities and interactions of children, and shield children from
unwanted contact with strangers. 

It's difficult to conceive of the ONEG8.ONE WEB 3.1. Ecosystem and platform without social media.
Today’s users require the benefits and joys of directly interacting, communicating, and sharing content
and messages with each other. 

ONEG8.ONE 



HIGH-SECURITY
ENCRYPTED MESSENGER 

Our integrated messenger lets platform users
send and receive messages with a
decentralized infrastructure, distributed over
different layers and benefiting from multikey
encryption*. All of the features that users have
grown to enjoy and expect from conventional
messengers are available on the ONEG8.ONE
messenger within a secure and trusted
environment. The messenger includes
functions to create groups of all sizes that can
be kept private or public. Users can also
create information channels to stay in
constant touch with their communities.

The ONEG8.ONE messenger leverages a unique end-
to-end "salted" mix-net noise creation encryption
mechanism* that goes far beyond the security
mechanisms available and known today. This
advanced encryption ensures the privacy and security
of messages, making it nearly impossible for any third
party to intercept and read them. This salted mix-net
noise creation encryption mechanism is what sets our
messenger apart from others. The messengers from
WhatsApp, Facebook, Slack, and Telegram do not
provide this added layer of security and privacy, which
essentially means that these platforms can (and likely
do) have access to the content of user messages.

*Multi-key encryption is a cryptography method where multiple keys are used to encrypt and decrypt data. It provides added security by requiring multiple
individuals or devices to have access to their individual keys in order to decrypt the encrypted data. This helps prevent unauthorized access and ensures that
sensitive information remains secure even if one key is compromised.

*Salted mix-net noise creation encryption is a cryptographic method that uses a combination of random data (known as noise) and a unique value (the salt)
to encrypt information. The salt helps ensure that even if the same data is encrypted multiple times, it will result in different encrypted outputs each time.
This makes it more difficult for attackers to analyze patterns in the encrypted data and increases the overall security of the encryption method. The noise is
added to the encryption process to further obscure the original data and make it more difficult to decipher. The result is a mix-net, a secure and private
system for communication and data storage.

ONEG8.ONE 



VIDEO CALLS AND
CONFERENCING

Digital technology has experienced
unprecedented demand, as it allows secure
face-to-face exchanges despite social
distance. To answer this need, ONEG8.ONE
has created a video call center on the Digital
technology has experienced unprecedented
demand, as it allows secure face-to-face
exchanges despite social distance. 

To answer this need, ONEG8.ONE has
created a video call center on the platform to
complete the communication options. This
video call center is easy to use and available
to the network community without time limits. 

The video call center is especially useful for
the many teams whose members—as a
result of the pandemic—are suddenly
working from home offices yet need to stay
in daily contact. 

In private life, too, people have become
accustomed to using video communication.
We give users an alternative, data-private
video calling solution, which is fully
integrated into the ONEG8.ONE Web 3.1.
ecosystem and platform.

ONEG8.ONE 



MULTI-CURRENCY WALLET
The Multi-Wallet is a decentralized
noncustodial software solution
provided to the user. This wallet can
serve different blockchains and
securely store the NFTs, tokens, and
coins of these blockchains. Users can
activate the Multi-Wallet on the
platform, and the private keys stay with
the user and the user only. Neither the
platform operator nor the service
provider has access to user keys, nor
can they intervene in case of loss of
private keys. No data is collected, and
no backups are kept.

The Multi-Wallet serves to simplify
purchases of products and services on
the ONEG8.ONE Web 3.1. ecosystem
and platform. It currently supports the
blockchains of ONEG8.ONE (Layer 1
Polygon Edge Based Blockchain),
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Smart
Chain, Polygon, and the associated or
NFTs, Coins, and Tokens of these
chains. ONEG8.ONE will add more
blockchains in the coming months to
expand the offering.

ONEG8.ONE 

It may be that not all Multi-Wallet
functions are available in individual
countries due to legal regulations. This
is something that ONEG8.ONE will
keep under observation and adjust as
necessary to ensure that users have
access to the functions they need,
while also complying with local laws
and regulations.

Due to its Polygon Edge compatibility features, ONEG8.ONE's G8-CHAIN blockchain is also compatible
with other leading cryptocurrency wallets (such as Trust Wallet and MetaMask), which users can leverage
to interact with the platform (see the section about the ONEG8.ONE blockchain for more details).



Our ONEG8.ONE blockchain explorer is integrated and visible on the platform. Users
can look up transactions that they performed with their cryptocurrency wallets, and they
can also explore smart contracts. These transactions and smart contract details are
readily available by mouse click and users can verify their value and integrity. This gives
network participants the necessary protection and security to work professionally and
create transparency—especially when required for trust and regulatory compliance.

OUR BLOCKCHAIN 
EXPLORER 

ONEG8.ONE 



FIAT ON RAMP: 
COING8

ONEG8.ONE includes a fiat on-ramp (COING8), which allows users to easily
buy cryptocurrency with a credit card, bank card, or trade one
cryptocurrency for another. COING8 offers the following advantages:

Worldwide payment structure and partnership for buying and selling cryptocurrencies

User-friendly

Allows buying and selling of cryptocurrencies within our platform securely, quickly, and reliably

Complete transparency with every transaction

Best-in-class KYC process with fraud detection

Fully compliant with all types of KYC and AML regulations

World-leading AI and identity experts

Best conversion rate with simultaneous risk management

20+ cryptocurrencies

150+ countries

20+ fiat currencies

ONEG8.ONE 



METAG8 is a three-dimensional digital
environment that gives the user a sense
of where ONEG8.ONE is headed. The
goal is to create a fully integrated matrix
that entertains the user without creating
dependency, nor collecting any data on
user actions. We believe that people
should not flee from the real world into
the metaverse. Instead, they should feel
inspired and informed, just as they would
be when visiting a museum, exhibition,
park, or another real-world environment. 

ONEG8.ONE 

METAG8 is currently a phase-one test
environment that we are continually
improving and upgrading. Keeping up
with global market changes, we're
constantly adding new features to create
added value for our users. The gaming
and exhibition environment is already
available for selected companies on our
platform at its start.

The METAG8 is also closely connected
with the output of NFTs on our NFT
trading platform. This includes an
environment where people can browse
NFTs in a three-dimensional metaverse
gallery. From this gallery, they can buy,
collect, or play games to win NFTs. The
first version of the METAG8 went live in
the summer of 2022—and it includes an
immersive maze and puzzle game. This
environment is an exciting new space for
users to explore and engage with, and
we’re looking forward to seeing it grow
and evolve over time.



THE NFT GALLERY: PARALLEL
MINTING ON THE BTC BLOCKCHAIN

ONEG8.ONE 

We've built our NFT gallery and NFT trading platform (NFTG8) as a closed environment reserved for
only the best NFT concepts and ideas. We will limit our NFT launches to only one or two well-produced
and well-marketed NFT exhibitions per year. This will protect the gallery from a flood of low-quality
NFTs—which is a common problem for many NFT marketplaces. Once launched, ONEG8.ONE will add
the newly released NFT series to our "METAG8-Metaversum" NFT art gallery. We will also make them
available for purchase on our own marketplace and trading platform.

Here are the most exciting features of NFTG8:

Parallel validation of NFTG8 minting on the BTC blockchain: We mint the original NFT artwork work on
our own blockchain (Polygon Edge Based Layer 1), with double-validation on both the BITCOIN
blockchain and G8-CHAIN blockchain. By minting on both G8-CHAIN and BTC, we maximize trust,
security, and transparency for all NFTs in our marketplace. 

Purchase NFTs using the most popular cryptocurrencies: The NFTG8 marketplace and integrated
Multi-Wallet allows users to buy, sell, and trade NFT artwork with the cryptocurrencies of their choice
by leveraging the cross-chain capabilities of G8-CHAIN, which means they can purchase NFTs with
the cryptocurrency of their choice (and have the transaction automatically settled in $G8-COIN). 

Smart contract NFT functionality: Through the smart contract capabilities of ONEG8.ONE NFTs, users
can customize their NFTs to offer a wide variety of features that not only make them more attractive to
the NFT issuer, but also make them more interesting to purchase for NFT buyers and collectors.
Ultimately, the sky—and the creativity of developers—are the limit when it comes to integrating special
features and capabilities into ONEG8.ONE NFTs.

An exclusive NFT art gallery: As a premier NFT art gallery, ONEG8.ONE endeavors to elevate the NFT
art world with a touch of luxury and sophistication. Emulating the discernment of renowned
institutions like the Tate Gallery of London, ONEG8.ONE carefully curates its collection—rejecting
subpar NFTs while safeguarding the quality, exclusivity, and authenticity of its exhibitions.
ONEG8.ONE subscribers will immerse themselves in a world of unparalleled quality and artistry every
time they enter the NFTG8 marketplace and the METAG8 gallery.

Verified authenticity and authentic ownership of all art: We will also support the utmost integrity by
keeping stolen works of other artists from being sold on the platform. The artist must prove his work to
us, and everything must be right before we can create a project together. This means that we will only
feature NFTs that have been created by legitimate artists, and that have been properly vetted before
being added to our gallery. This ensures that the quality of the NFTs on our platform is high and that
they are truly unique and valuable.

Detailed preparation and marketing before the listing of new NFT exhibitions: When discussing NFTs,
many mention the great success of Beeple and other lucrative NFT sales. Hardly anyone knows that
these events do not happen overnight but are neatly prepared over many months. The same is true for
art galleries when they organize important exhibitions. ONEG8.ONE will take a similar approach, and
build a reputation for featuring high-quality, carefully curated NFTs. This will make our platform a
destination for serious collectors and investors in the NFT space.



CROWDFUNDING
ONEG8.ONE 

From raising funds to quickly financing a project—or organizing a coin launch with innovative smart
contract features—it's all possible using the point and click tools on the ONEG8.ONE Web 3.1
decentralized ecosystem. Best of all, users can complete everything in their brand's label and design. 
All ONEG8.ONE crowdfunding tools are connected to the ecosystem and interactively linked to the
community. This allows users to easily share updates and information about their projects with
supporters while keeping them engaged and informed throughout the campaign. Projects can even
upload their most important documents for sharing—like white papers and information sheets. 

Some of the key features of the ONEG8.ONE crowdfunding platform include:

Fully integrated with back office, social media, and ecosystem
Optional integrated KYC* and/or AML* processes
Professional environment with over 100 tools and possibilities
From sign up to coin sale in less than a week

With more than 100 elements and tools, the ONEG8.ONE crowdfunding dashboard helps users
implement crowdfunding professionally. From KYC to coin launch statistics to participant lists, all details
and control are available at the click of a button and clearly organized by topic. With these tools,
participants can easily manage every aspect of their crowdfunding campaigns, including tracking
contributions, managing participants, and accessing detailed information about their project and its status.

 *KYC (Know Your Customer) is a verification process used to verify the identity of customers in order to prevent fraud and money laundering.

 *AML (Anti-Money Laundering) measures typically include customer due diligence and identity verification, monitoring of transactions, and
reporting suspicious activities to relevant authorities.



CRYPTO FUNDRAISING  AND
COIN LAUNCHES WITHOUT CODING SKILLS

ONEG8.ONE 

Here are some key features of the ONEG8.ONE crypto fundraising tools:

Account registration to sales in less than a week. We get participants up and running fast. In less
than a week, the ONEG8.ONE team will have users registered and selling on the platform. Once
they have completed the KYC process, they will be allowed to activate an online showroom and e-
commerce store and offer their physical products, services, and/or crypto tokens and NFTs.

Drag-and-drop coin-minting tools eliminate coding and programming costs. With ONEG8.ONE,
anyone can mint and release a new cryptocurrency coin or token in their name—no coding skills
required. This system saves the time and cost of programming in the early stages of fundraising,
which frees up capital for marketing or project building. The cost of a fundraising release is
calculated according to the number of transactions in most cases. For more advanced projects,
ONEG8.ONE can connect projects and businesses with professional service providers who will
support them in every area. 

Visibility and oversight for distributions and transactions. Once the "minting process" is finished,
the total available number of tokens will be visible on the main wallet and dashboard. Only the
user has the private keys and no one else. Everything is decentralized and organized. This gives
users complete oversight and allows them to manage their tokens in a secure and decentralized
manner.

Main wallet dashboard and controls. Users control their coin distributions and transactions
through a private coin management dashboard for project leaders. This allows project leaders to
manage and control all coin movements and sales. 

Online course to maximize business success on ONEG8.ONE. Our team will explain the
functionalities of the ONEG8.ONE platform in an easy-to-understand and informative online
course. This helps participants understand how to best use and set up their crowdfunding and
coin distribution environment to get the best results.

Quick and responsive support and assistance. Our team is available to provide additional support
and assistance as needed. Whether participants have questions about the platform or need help
with specific features, we are here to help every step of the way.

After completing the sign-up process
—which includes a know-your-
customer (KYC) process—users have
the possibility as a project owner to
create their own token. This is done in
a few simple and easy steps on the
ONEG8.ONE Layer 1 Polygon-based
blockchain. Clients can customize the
interface, using the look and feel of
their brand, company, or style. 

Best of all, users can develop and launch their tokens without
any coding skills—using drag-and-drop tools to select the
various features and characteristics of their fundraising. For
example, cryptocurrency coin or token* creators can include
different levels in the sales process—such as the number of
tokens available in each price class, the time for the sale in
each price class, discounts for larger quantity purchases, or
referral rewards for recommendations from affiliate links. This
gives users more flexibility in managing their token sale,
allowing them to create a more dynamic and personalized
sales process.

*A cryptocurrency coin is a standalone digital currency, while a token represents an asset or utility within a larger decentralized system or platform. Simply put, a coin is its own
currency, while a token is used for specific purposes within a network.



E-COMMERCE BUSINESS 
AND SALES GALLERY

ONEG8.ONE 

E-commerce businesses and individuals can quickly launch an online sales gallery and store to sell
their own products—or those of another company. ONEG8.ONE includes a suite of e-commerce
tools that allow users to act as a digital sales agent after going through our product training. 

Here are the best features of the ONEG8.ONE e-commerce and
sales gallery platform:

Store customization tools: Users can decorate their e-commerce store and sales gallery with the
look, color, and style of their choice. 

Total control of the sales process: We understand the importance of brand recognition and the
value of providing high-level service. From listing a product to the conclusion of the sale,
payment, and delivery, all steps can be organized, coordinated, controlled, and tracked through
the ONEG8.ONE e-commerce sales dashboard.

Build a social media community around a store and products. Store owners can create a social
media community for their products and discuss new developments in forums. Building a
community like this solidifies relationships with customers and helps store owners better
understand customer wants and needs.

Tools for managing sales teams and tracking sales results. ONEG8.ONE’s tools for project team
management and communication empower e-commerce vendors to build and train their teams.
Participants can also create sales teams that take part financially in the sales, which opens up
added sources of income. This feature allows users to work together and share knowledge and
best practices to improve sales results.



E-EDUCATION 
AND BLOCKCHAIN CERTIFICATES

ONEG8.ONE 

ONEG8.ONE takes the difficulty out of conducting online classes, making it easy for teachers
and students to participate in the learning process—with absolute data privacy and data
security. We've developed a simple but effective “EDUG8” platform for delivering remote learning
sessions, e-education, and business team training programs over the internet. The ONEG8.ONE
platform for educators includes all the features required to make a lesson successful. 

Here are the most exciting features of EDUG8:

Multiple choice test creation and delivery system: One of the key features of our platform is
the multiple-choice test at the end of each course. This allows the teacher to review the
material and assess the student's understanding of the topic. The test results can be used to
provide feedback and improve the course content.

Group video room for delivering synchronous online classes to large and small groups: To
enhance the learning experience, we created a video room where the teacher can see all the
students, but the students only see the teacher. This has proven to be more effective for
online learning as it eliminates distractions and allows the students to focus on the lesson.
During video room sessions, teachers can also upload video material and workbooks and
make them available to the course participants for further study.

Tamper-proof blockchain-based diplomas and e-certificates: Our blockchain technology
allows schools, universities, or educational institutions to issue tamper-proof diplomas and
certificates. These can be uploaded directly to the student's account and verified for
authenticity by third parties within seconds if needed. The certificate will be stored on the
blockchain which cannot be tampered with or altered and can be easily verifiable in the
future. 

Customization and personalization features: With little effort, participants can decorate the
teaching platform with the student's own pictures and design. This creates unity between the
real and the otherwise often impersonal digital world.

Integrated payment features: ONEG8.ONE's integrated payment tools allow EDUG8
participants to charge for and pay for the courses they teach and attend—all within the
learning environment, making sign-ups and payments easy and convenient for everyone. 



DATAG8
ONEG8.ONE 

DATAG8 is a data storage and file-sharing application that is currently available through the
desktop version of ONGE8.ONE. DATAG8 gives the user an overview of current data
consumption and document exchange—in addition to file-uploading and saving capability for 5
to 15 GB of storage—all of which is encrypted in the cloud on the user's behalf. 

DATAG8 is primarily a file-
sharing tool that allows the
uploading and encrypting of
documents and live files—in
addition to voice messages and
video messages. Users can
exchange these encrypted files
with other platform users through
the messenger app and in other
ways across the ONEG8.ONE
platform. 

If the managed data sizes
exceed the available storage
space, the user has the option of
purchasing additional storage
space with $G8-COINS (see the
following section for more
information on $G8-COIN).

ONEG8.ONE will further
develop and upgrade the
DATAG8 desktop application
over time. Later, DATAG8 will
include functions to manage
profit participation and other
participation securely and
clearly. 



CHAIN OF LOVE

ONEG8.ONE 

We saved the feature that we are the most proud of for last: 10% of all transaction fees
paid to ONEG8.ONE—in addition to 100% of all voluntary donations—go to the Chain of
Love, a ONEG8.ONE initiative that provides financial backing and organizational support
for our community charity project. The Chain of Love is dedicated to helping vulnerable
populations by providing support for human rights, animal welfare, and environmental
conservation. 

By contributing a portion of our transaction costs—and all voluntary donations—to the Chain of
Love, we aim to make a positive impact on the world and ensure a sustainable future for all. Our
goal is to create a better world by supporting those in need and working towards a more
harmonious and sustainable future.



INTRODUCTION TO THE
ONEG8.ONE BLOCKCHAIN &COIN 

At the core of ONEG8.ONE's suite
of privacy-first tools and services
are two key operational elements
that make it possible: (1) the
ONEG8.ONE Layer-1* blockchain
protocol (known as G8-CHAIN) and
(2) its services and utility
cryptocurrency (known as $G8-
COIN). To continue the luxury
spaceship analogy, remember that
G8-CHAIN is the engine of
ONEG8.ONE, and $G8-COIN is the
rocket fuel.

Through the innovative features of
the G8-CHAIN blockchain and $G8-
COIN, ONEG8.ONE can run its
smart contracts and decentralized
applications (dApps*) to offer a Web
3.1, “privacy umbrella” with all of the
digital/IT infrastructures that
society requires. 

ONEG8.ONE 

Harmonizing with the latest
regulatory needs, compliance
requirements, and tech
developments in the global digital
market—and especially the most
recent cryptocurrency market
trends—G8-CHAIN represents a
synthesis of all the state-of-the-art
solutions from its predecessor
blockchain, ATROMG8, which the
ATROMG8 Network Tech Lab has
spent the last several years of
developing. In addition, G8-CHAIN
brings together the best of
ATROMG8 with the wide-sweeping
compatibility advantages of the
Polygon Edge framework. 

*A layer-1 blockchain protocol is the foundation of a blockchain network, providing the infrastructure for
secure and transparent data storage and decentralized application development.

*A DApp (Decentralized Application) is a software application built on blockchain technology, allowing it to run on a
decentralized network of computers, rather than relying on a single central server. This provides greater security,
transparency, and immutability, as well as removing the risk of downtime or censorship.

4.
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As our own Layer-1 blockchain solution,
G8-CHAIN integrates Polygon Edge
structures to achieve absolute
interoperability with other blockchains.
Without losing any of the valuable insights
and innovative privacy and encryption
solutions that we developed during the last
five years—while building, implementing,
and rigorously testing the ATROMG8 Layer-
1 EOS Fork* blockchain —G8-CHAIN offers
the best of both worlds in one protocol.

ONEG8.ONE 

Finally, Polygon Edge interoperability gives
ONEG8.ONE access to thousands of developers
who have already acquired extensive experience
in coding Solidity and Viper smart contracts. It
also gives us access to developers who have
been active in global networks for years—such
as Ethereum and many other important market
participants like DEX and CEX cryptocurrency
exchanges all over the world. 

WHY POLYGON 
EDGE?

Our continual business focus on "one" was the
guiding principle for choosing Polygon Edge.
With Polygon Edge technology, ONEG8.ONE
becomes a fully interoperable system—opening
up access to nearly 500 million potential users
worldwide. This increases the potential for
raising the value of our own coin. It also creates
greater transparency and trust for all
participants in the ONEG8.ONE ecosystem. 

Essentially, Polygon Edge empowers ONEG8.ONE
to work—with just a single coin—in all markets,
offering significant cost savings and transparency
advantages, including savings and efficiency
while advertising and market-making. 

Source: Statista, https://finance.yahoo.com

*An “EOS fork” is a new blockchain created by splitting or "forking" from the existing EOS blockchain. The fork is usually done to implement new features. The new
blockchain will have its own separate network and its own set of rules and capabilities.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1202503/global-cryptocurrency-user-base/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/global-crypto-users-reach-1-101646507.html


The new ONEG8.ONE Utility Coin (called $G8-COIN or $G8) is a services
and token utility coin that functions as the “gas” of the ONEG8.ONE
decentralized cryptocurrency economy. The coin allows users to subscribe
to the ONEG8.ONE network, buy/sell goods and services, and receive a
number of financial incentives for their participation on the platform.

Symbol: $G8 (ONEG8.ONE Utility Coin)
Decimal Places: 18 (Divisibility of the Coin)
Max Supply Quantity: 100,000,000 (100 million) 

ONEG8.ONE UTILITY
COIN ($G8 COIN)

The issuance of the new $G8 is a
necessary part of upgrading our
network from the ATROMG8 EOS
blockchain to the new Polygon Edge
framework. In issuing the new coins,
we will honor a one-to-one (1:1)
exchange of $G8 for the original
$AG8 coins on the market. The coin
swap takes place on the ONEG8.ONE
platform and application for legal
reasons. It affects the $AG8 (ATROM),
$BAG8, and $EAG8 coins. These
coins were issued in advance for
testing purposes—to examine market
dynamics, coin behavior, and develop
new strategies. The testing process
has taken place over the past two
years and led to the updated token
economics presented in this white
paper (see the Tokenomics section
for more information).

With 18 decimal places, we create the opportunity, as and when required, to
divide each $G8 unit into 100 million individual components. When 1 $G8 is
divided by 1 billion units (0.0000000001 $G8), we call this unit a “Key.” 

Under the abbreviation $G8—pronounced “gate”—this token will be available on
the market in the total maximum supply quantity of 100,000,000 (100 million). The
coin issuance will be subject to a burn mechanism until it reaches a total supply
of 21 million coins. The Smart Contract will be audited and publicly available. 

ONEG8.ONE 



The ONEG8.ONE Utility Coin is a one-time 100,000,000 token issuance to the G8-CHAIN which
is built on the Polygon Edge Framework and Structure. Initially, 100 million ONEG8.ONE are
parked on the publicly visible wallet, where they are available to swap for old $AG8 test coins. 

75,000,000 (75 million) of the old
$AG8 coins/tokens were used in
phase one of the project and were
distributed for services provided and
code developed. In total, there were
440,000,000 (440 million) coins in the
initial $AG8 issuance. These were
burned to 84,000,000 (84 million)
coins, which are currently in the
hands of community members and
team members to maintain the
ecosystem—and also, as a means of
payment for services on the platform. 

All $AG8 coins are eligible for the one-to-one (1:1) swap for the new
$G8 coins. $G8 coins will be subject to a continual burn mechanism

until it reaches a max supply of 21 million coins. 

These coin economic decisions could require changes again as a result of the rapidly
evolving technology and cryptocurrency market.  Our team will  keep a vigilant eye on
the market and wil l  remain agile to react quickly should the need arise.

ONEG8.ONE 

AGAIN

ONEG8.ONE UTILITY
COIN ($G8 COIN)

The ONEG8.ONE team reserves
the right to utilize remaining G8-
COIN when needed to protect
against liquidity shortage, to
satisfy credit card purchases of
$G8-COIN, to fulfill staking
reward obligations to
ONEG8.ONE network validators,
for the purposes of protecting
the network, and for top
exchange listing requirements. 



G 8 - C H A I N  
B L O C K C H A I N  F E A T U R E S  

We are convinced that the new G8-
CHAIN (our blockchain), the
ONEG8.ONE ecosystem, and $G8-COIN
can only achieve a long-term and
sustainable increase in value if we
implement basic and universal
interoperability* standards that work
both online and offline on all exchanges
and markets. Without absolute
interoperability with other blockchain
systems and networks, we expose our
new $G8-COIN—and the entire
ONEG8.ONE ecosystem—to the volatile
and risky swings inherent to the digital
currency markets. 

As the “engine” that runs everything on
ONEG8.ONE, the Layer-1 G8-CHAIN
blockchain achieves interoperability by
integrating the full power and
advantages of Polygon Edge technology.
With Polygon Edge, ONEG8.ONE aligns
itself with the latest cryptocurrency
trends to provide the cutting-edge
features that today's Web 3.1
marketplace demands—the most
important of which include (1)
interoperability, (2) developer-friendly
tools, and (3) proof-of-stake consensus
models. 

ONEG8.ONE 

*Interoperability in the context of blockchain and cryptocurrency refers to the ability of different blockchain networks or
cryptocurrency systems to communicate and exchange data or assets seamlessly and securely. This allows for a more
interconnected ecosystem, enabling users to use various blockchain platforms and currencies without restrictions or limitations.
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With absolute interoperability, ONEG8.ONE enters a new world and opens its ecosystem to
international developers to implement their ideas and projects. Not only does the compatibility of G8-
CHAIN multiply the potential of ONEG8.ONE, but it also ensures the platform's long-term growth,
scalability, and technical agility.

EVM-compatible blockchains are compatible
with Ethereum Virtual Machines. This enables
interoperability between ONG8.ONE and
dApps on blockchain networks based on EVM
principles—which include the largest and most
widely used blockchain ecosystems on the
market. Some of the most famous EVM-
compatible blockchains are Ethereum, Binance
Smart Chain, Avalanche, Tron, Cardano, and
Polygon. 

While this interoperability allows the blockchain
engine of ONEG8.ONE to interface with many
different coins, all ONEG8.ONE transactions are
ultimately settled in the $G8 utility coin. 

EVM compatibility empowers developers to use point-and-click tools on ONEG8.ONE to launch
their own proprietary blockchains hosted on the G8-CHAIN network. From there, they can bring
Ethereum smart contracts directly onto their own proprietary chains. Developers can use G8-
CHAIN to deploy dApps, create NFTs, and even create blockchain and metaverse games that are
seamlessly compatible with Ethereum's smart contract protocols—thus ensuring full
interoperability with existing ecosystems.

COMPATIBLE WITH EVERYTHING

ONEG8.ONE INTEROPERABILITY FEATURES INCLUDE:

EVM-COMPATIBILITY

HOST A PROPRIETARY BLOCKCHAIN

A B S O L U T E  
I N T E R O P E R A B I L I T Y :

ONEG8.ONE 

Graphic: Moralis.

https://www.jsonrpc.org/


INDUSTRY-STANDARD WALLET
COMPATIBILITY (USE ANY WALLET)

EVM compatibility also
means that ONEG8.ONE
users can use point-and-
click tools to instantly
create new tokens on G8-
CHAIN—without any coding
skills. 

These tokens are
interoperable with the ERC-
20 protocol allowing them
to plug instantly into the
Ethereum Defi ecosystem
and the most popular DEX
(decentralized exchange)
aggregators, such as 1Inch.

ONEG8.ONE includes what developers refer to as a JSON-RPC module (learn
about JSON-RPC here). The JSON-RPC module allows users to connect and
interact with the ONEG8.ONE blockchain via industry-standard wallets (like
MetaMask and Trust Wallet). This streamlines the user experience as users
can store their token in wallet apps like MetaMask with proven security and UX
—and it allows the nearly 500 million global crypto users to instantly access
the ONEG8.ONE Web 3.1 platform. 

ERC-20 PROTOCOL COMPATIBILITY
TO LAUNCH PERSONAL, BRANDED,
OR UNIQUE CRYPTO COINS 

ONEG8.ONE 
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DEVELOPER-FRIENDLY TOOLS 

ONEG8.ONE’s integration of Polygon Edge
technology offers portable code using the
Solidity/Vyper programming language, which is
considered the industry standard. Developers can
build with widely used Ethereum tools, libraries, and
app development platforms. Through the
customization features, capabilities, and
interoperability of Polygon developers gain the
advantages of a modular—or “pluggable”—
application architecture. 

From the programmer's perspective, this
modularity is a key reason why ONEG8.ONE and
G8-CHAIN stand out as unique and special
solutions in the blockchain, data privacy software,
and app development spaces. Ultimately, G8-
CHAIN harnesses the full power and potential of
Polygon Edge—especially in terms of modularity
and scalability—offering a sustainable and cost-
effective solution to bring Ethereum Smart
Contract capability to the ONEG8.ONE utility coin,
platform, users, and the world.

A BLOCKCHAIN BY DEVELOPERS
FOR DEVELOPERS

The key reasons why developers love G8-CHAIN:

Users able to interact with industry-standard wallets through JSON-RPC*
Develop with Solidity/Vyper, full EVM support
Build using widely- adopted Ethereum tooling, libraries, and development tools
Streamlined UX when doing cross-chain operations

Build by developing plugins (not by forking)
Developer-friendly plugin system
Go beyond Ethereum’s smart contracts with runtime plugins

Completely trustless and decentralized built-in Ethereum Bridge solution
Transfer assets to and from any EVM compatible network

Transfer ERC-20 tokens, NFTs, and wrapped native currencies
Customize coin bridge functionality using bridge plugins

 

Ethereum Smart Contract Portability

Custom Features

Cross-Chain Communication

Ethereum Mainnet Compatibility

ONEG8.ONE 
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PROOF-OF-STAKE
CONSENSUS MODEL

G8-CHAIN leverages the IBFT (Istanbul
Byzantine Fault Tolerant) consensus
mechanism for PoS (Proof of Stake) transaction
validation. The IBFT PoS transaction validation
strategy is a high-speed, energy-efficient
alternative to the slower, more energy-intensive
PoW (Proof of Work) consensus mechanism
used by the Bitcoin network. 

Maintained and connected to a decentralized global network of thousands of
independent Polygon Edge nodes, G8-CHAIN provides maximum network stability
—while using IBFT PoS validation to offer best-in-class transaction speed, finality,
scalability, agility, and cost-efficiency for all ONEG8.ONE participants and projects. 

FAST - SCALABLE - SUSTAINABLE

Moreover, the low energy
consumption benefits of IBFT PoS
ensure the environmental friendliness
of all Web 3.1 dApps and smart
contracts running on ONEG8.ONE—
even those intended for large-scale
enterprises and global applications.

ONEG8.ONE 
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TOKENOMICS*: 
$G8-COIN

ONEG8.ONE 

The token economics features of $G8—and
the larger $G8-COIN economy—serve to
deliver $G8-COIN throughout the
ONEG8.ONE platform—thus pumping the
“rocket fuel” to the “engine” that propels the
entire ONEG8.ONE spaceship on its
mission. 

We designed the $G8-COIN Tokenomics to
provide ONEG8.ONE participants and
investors with lucrative revenue-sharing
possibilities, shareholder NFT investment
opportunities, incentives to invite new
subscribers, financial rewards for creating
engaging content, and a charity to help
those in need throughout the world.

Ultimately, the innovative Tokenomics
features of ONEG8.ONE serve to “gamify”
the entire platform for all participants while
supporting the following essential goals:

Generate investor capital

Create passive income for investors

Add tangible value to the $G8-COIN

Accelerate the burn rate of $G8-COIN

Attract creators and influencers to join ONEG8.ONE

Provide lucrative earning opportunities to content creators and influencers 

Provide lucrative earning opportunities to those who refer others to join ONEG8.ONE

Build a large fund (Chain of Love) to support charity initiatives all over the world

In the sections that follow, we describe the innovative Tokenomics features of ONEG8.ONE, some
of which have never been conceived of—let alone implemented—on a smart contract blockchain
before. By reading through each of the Tokenomics sections below, future ONEG8.ONE users will
discover that the ONEG8.ONE ecosystem provides exciting income-earning opportunities for
everyone—thus creating tremendous incentive to join, participate, and earn on the platform. 

* The term "tokenomics" refers to the economics and incentivization features of a cryptocurrency or digital token. It encompasses the creation,
distribution, and circulation of tokens in a decentralized network, as well as their use cases, underlying incentives, and the balancing of supply and
demand.
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TOKENOMICS FEATURE #1 ONEG8.ONE 

The ONEG8.ONE ecosystem uses the
deflationary $G8-COIN to settle all smart
contract-related payments, subscription
fees, and usage fees. As previously
mentioned, the $G8-COIN is also EVM and
ERC-20 compatible, which allows users to
spend their $G8 and interact with
ONEG8.ONE using industry-standard
wallets, such as MetaMask and Trust Wallet.

Who benefits from using $G8 to settle all transactions? This feature is beneficial to the long-term
holders of $G8-COIN and to the strength of the entire ONEG8.ONE ecosystem. Settling all
transactions in $G8-COIN increases the need and demand for coins, which in turn can elevate the
scarcity and value of coins for the users of ONEG8.ONE and the holders of $G8.

ALL ONEG8.ONE TRANSACTIONS
ARE SETTLED IN $G8-COIN

For holders of other coins, ONEG8.ONE provides
an automatic-swap mechanism to pay fees in
their preferred currency (such as BTC, ETH, BNB,
DOGE, or MATIC). When users pay GAS and
subscription fees with non-$G8-COIN, the
ONEG8.ONE platform charges a 10% surcharge
and automatically swaps these coins for their
equivalent value in $G8-COIN. This ensures that
ONEG8.ONE settles all fees in $G8-COIN.

TOKENOMICS FEATURE #2 

As previously referenced in this white
paper, the ONEG8.ONE blockchain
(CHAIN-G8) will issue a maximum, hard-
cap supply of 100,000,000 (100 million)
coins. These coins replace the original
84,000,000 (84 million) $AG8 from the
ATROMG8 blockchain network. From this
maximum supply, the total number of
coins will gradually decrease through a
burn mechanism until they reach
21,000,000 (21 million) coins. The burning
process activates with every smart
contract fee payment, which
automatically and permanently burns 5%
of the net $G8-COIN fee paid. 

Who benefits from the 5% burn of $AG8
COIN fees? This burning process serves to
increase the demand and scarcity of $G8-
COIN as a deflationary currency for the
benefit of both users and holders. In
addition to this burning mechanism, the
Revenue Sharing Opportunities described
in the next section further accelerate the
deflationary Tokenomics of $G8-COIN. By
reducing the supply of coins, long-term
holders could benefit as their coins
become scarcer and rarer over time. 

DEFLATIONARY 5% BURN OF FEE REVENUE
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TOKENOMICS FEATURE #3 ONEG8.ONE 

$G8KEEPER GOLD ACCUMULATION 
POOL WITH 5% REVENUE SHARING 

5% of all ONEG8.ONE smart contract
revenue (from GAS fees, service fees, and
monthly subscription fees) goes into
$G8KEEPER Gold Accumulation Pool. The
$G8-COIN revenue paid into this pool is
automatically exchanged for physical gold,
which is held in a precious metals storage
facility in the Geneva Free Zone*,
Switzerland, for the benefit of $G8-COIN
holders. This Gold Pool is subject to
professional and publicly transparent audits
every six months by an independent assay
office (or precious metal auditor). 

All $G8-COINs are redeemable for their
proportional share of the $G8KEEPER
Gold Accumulation Pool. In other words,
if there are 100 million $G8-COIN, then 1
million $G8-COIN can be redeemed for
1% of the physical gold in the pool.
Before any Gold Pool redemptions can
take place, a 24-month waiting period is
in place from the date the new
blockchain launches. 

The following rules apply to redeeming $G8-COINs for gold from the Gold Pool:

24-month waiting period from the date of ONEG8.ONE release. $G8-COIN holders will not be eligible
for Gold Pool redemptions until after the Gold Pool has existed for a 24-month period, following the
release of the ONEG8.ONE platform. This allows time for the build-up of the Gold Pool. If we are able
to quickly fill the pool to an acceptable amount, then the waiting period could be reduced. 

$G8 redemptions are only valid for gold value amounts of 5,000 CHF or more: $G8-COINs can only
be redeemed for gold when their associated gold has reached a value of 5,000 CHF or more.

*The formal name of the Geneva Free Zone is the "Free Port of Geneva". It is also known as the "Geneva Freeport" or "Swiss Free Port.” It is a
secure storage facility located in the canton of Geneva, Switzerland, which specializes in the storage and handling of valuable goods such as art,
wine, jewelry and precious metals. The Free Port of Geneva has been in operation for over a century and is considered one of the most
prestigious and secure storage facilities of its kind in the world.



TOKENOMICS FEATURE #3 ONEG8.ONE 

$G8KEEPER GOLD ACCUMULATION 
POOL WITH 5% REVENUE SHARING 
Until the max supply of $G8-COIN burns to
reach 21,000,000 coins, all $G8-COIN
redeemed for a proportionate share of the Gold
Pool are permanently burned. After the reach of
a max supply of $G8-COIN burns to 21,000,000
coins, $G8-COIN redeemed for Gold Pool
distributions are frozen for a 12-month waiting
period. Then they are redistributed to the coin-
holding community as rewards for staking (as
long as staking rewards are permitted under
applicable laws).

DAO-G8 governance of the Gold Pool. The
$G8KEEPER Gold Accumulation Pool is
primarily a vehicle for building intrinsic, Gold-
backed value into $G8-COIN or the benefit of
individual $G8 holders. However, situations
could arise where the community decides to
direct Gold Pool resources to achieve specific
goals for the benefit of the $G8-COIN
community, to throw a party, to support a
charity cause, to initiate a new business
endeavor that benefits $G8 holders, or to invest
in measures that protect the Gold Pool's
continued safety and profitability. 

In all governance matters pertaining to the Gold
Pool, a Decentralized Autonomous
Organization (DAO)* model—DAO-G8—is used
to make important decisions. To participate in
the DAO and have a single vote in decisions,
voting members must own at least 1 $G8 and
undergo a KYC process. Members receive 1
additional vote per every additional 100,000
$G8 they hold. 

If the Gold Pool must be dissolved for legal
reasons at any time, the gold will be liquidated
for cash, and the cash proceeds will be used to
purchase $G8-COIN on the market. Those
$G8-COINs will be distributed to the coin-
holding community by a staking method (or
another legally sanctioned distribution
strategy if staking is no longer allowed). In this
case, the Gold Pool will be closed
permanently.

The Gold Pool is for the benefit of all $G8
holders. The purpose of converting the $G8-
COIN revenue into physical gold for this pool is
to build a secondary basis of value—in
physical gold—for $G8-COIN. The amount of
gold in the pool will build over time as
ONEG8.ONE user numbers grow, and as users
and third-party projects pay more fees to the
platform. In this way, the $G8-COIN will
accumulate tangible value based on physical
gold—a value that is completely independent
of cryptocurrency market speculation and
price manipulation on exchanges. 

Who benefits from the $G8KEEPER
Gold Accumulation Pool? 

The Gold Pool benefits $G8 holders by
allowing them to participate in a generous
long-term savings and wealth accumulation
strategy, and by helping to stabilize coin price.
The $G8KEEPER Gold Accumulation Pool also
represents an additional source of resources
that the DAO-G8 (consisting of all $G8 holders)
could choose to use for the benefit of the entire
ONEG8.ONE network and its participants. 

*A DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) is a digital organization that operates on smart contracts and is governed by its members in a
decentralized manner, meaning that it is not controlled by a single entity or central authority. It operates on a blockchain network and members
make decisions through a consensus mechanism.



TOKENOMICS FEATURE #4 
ONEG8.ONE 

EARNING INCENTIVES FOR CREATORS
& INFLUENCERS WITH 10%
SUBSCRIPTION REVENUE SHARING
ONEG8.ONE utilizes a novel mechanism for diverting 10% of ONEG8.ONE subscription revenue for
the purposes of rewarding creators, influencers, and platform participants. This revenue is intended to
reward high-quality and engaging content, and it is distributed to creators based on “CLICKS” from
other ONEG8.ONE participants.

Every ONEG8.ONE subscriber receives
70 “Platform Points”. These Points
represent 10% of the $7 monthly
subscription fee that subscribers pay.
Each of these Platform Points is worth
$0.01 USD. Points expire at the end of the
billing cycle and the subscriber’s points
reset back to 70. Users can also top up
their CLICKS by paying a small fee.

Each time a subscriber gives a CLICK to a post, it sends 1 Point to the creator who posted it.
Subscribers can give multiple CLICKs to transfer additional Points. At the end of the month, creators
can swap their accumulated points for $G8-COIN. 

How many CLICKS can
subscribers give each month? 

How do I become eligible for
Earning Incentives for Creators
and Influencers?

Every ONEG8.ONE subscriber will be
eligible to receive CLICKS and Platform
Points from other users. This benefit is
not yet available on ONEG8.ONE. When it
is available, users simply need to activate
the “Revenue Sharing for Creators”
toggle in the settings.



TOKENOMICS FEATURE #5 
ONEG8.ONE 

G8-AGENTS PROGRAM FOR REFERRALS
WITH 10% REVENUE SHARING 

This revenue-sharing opportunity incentivizes
platform participants and community members
to encourage their families, friends, and
followers to subscribe to ONEG8.ONE—by
providing them with a shareable referral link.
This program facilitates the rapid growth of
ONEG8.ONE platform membership numbers by
financially rewarding G8-Agents for the paying
subscribers they bring onto the platform.

When a new subscriber joins ONEG8.ONE
from a referral link, the name and date of
the account is registered under the G8-
Agent account that owns the referral link.
From this point on, a percentage of all
subscription fees and other spending and
buying that this account does on
ONEG8.ONE is paid to the G8-Agent’s
account in $G8-COINs.

Time limitations for G8-Agents. Please note that the following time limitations
apply to the revenue sharing program for each subscriber account referral:

During Years 1 and 2 (10% Revenue Share): During the first and second years after the referral, the
G8Agent receives 10% of all subscription and fee payments that the referred account spends on
ONEG8.ONE. 

During Years 3 and 4 (5% Revenue Share): During the third and fourth years after the referral, the
G8Agent receives 5% of all subscription and fee payments that the referred account spends on
ONEG8.ONE.

After Year 4 (Referral Expires): At the end of the fourth year of revenue sharing for a particular
referral, the revenue sharing ends and the referral connection permanently expires.

Placing time limitations on referrals encourages G8-Agents to continue bringing new
subscribers to the platform. The earlier that users start inviting subscribers to the platform, the
higher the chances they will receive an above-average referral income. 

Who benefits from the G8-Agent Program for Referrals?

The 10% Revenue Sharing G8-Agents Program is a lucrative earning opportunity for G8-Agents.
Meanwhile, this generous incentive can also benefit the growth of the ecosystem, the value of
ONEG8.ONE for investors, and the building up and stabilizing of $G8 price for holders of the coin. 



TOKENOMICS FEATURE #6 
ONEG8.ONE 

CHANNEL OWNERS PROGRAM FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING REVENUE

Following 12 months of operations—after the G8-CHAIN Blockchain goes live—ONEG8.ONE will
allow companies, organizations, and individuals to book advertising directly from the owners of
different ONEG8.ONE channels and integrated platforms. This means that the owners of popular
profiles, pages, and messenger chat groups can earn income through lucrative agreements with
advertisers on the ONEG8.ONE platform.

Here are the core features of the Distribution of Advertising Revenue Program: 

Advertising fees settled in $G8-COIN. Advertising customers that form partnerships with
ONEG8.ONE channels pay all advertising fees in $G8-COIN. Or through an auto-swap
mechanism that swaps alternative cryptocurrencies for $G8-COIN for an additional 10% fee. 

ONEG8.ONE Advertising Directory Dashboard. Data sharing is always optional on the
ONEG8.ONE platform. However, channel owners can choose to list their details in the
ONEG8.ONE Advertising Directory Dashboard to make themselves visible to potential
advertisers. Sharing information pertaining to age, nation, town, interests, topics, and other
categories helps advertisers find channel owners when they search for these characteristics.
This allows advertisers to select the most receptive audiences for their campaigns. 

Channel owners control what ads, advertisers, and ad content appear on their channels.
Channel owners can also browse the ONEG8.ONE Advertising Directory, review proposals for
advertising on their channels, and decide whether to accept an offer. Ultimately, channel
owners have the final say on whether specific ads and marketing—from specific companies—
will appear on their channels.

Real-time advertising metrics. The ONEG8.ONE Advertising Directory also features a
dashboard where channel owners and those running marketing campaigns can explore real-
time metrics that show the success of their campaigns—in addition to statistics on views and
clicks received.

No targeted ads based on user data. Since the ONEG8.ONE platform was intentionally
designed to make data collection on its users impossible, the platform will never (and cannot)
show targeted ads to its subscribers based on their user data or actions.

As the ONEG8.ONE ecosystem approaches its 12-month milestone, ONEG8.ONE will release
more details about the advertising revenue-sharing program, how advertising fees are split
between channel owners and ONEG8.ONE, and how channel owners can participate.



7. TARGET MARKET SEGMENTS &
SUB-TARGET GROUPS

ONEG8.ONE 

In the previous sections, we discussed the
ways that consumers, educators, work teams,
and businesses can leverage ONEG8.ONE in a
variety of contexts. In this section, we provide
an overview of how ONEG8.ONE marketing
units will reach these users, businesses, and
organizations and convince them to climb
aboard the ONEG8.ONE “spaceship” and its
online security, privacy services, social media,
communication, education, and business tools
concept. The information provided here is the
result of deep market research and analysis.

In these marketing efforts, ONEG8.ONE is
leveraging multiple working teams in
different offices to address the various
market segments where potential
ONEG8.ONE users are found. From there, we
divide each market segment into sub-target
groups (or phases along the journey of
ONEG8.ONE adoptions). This allows us to
adapt our advertising and communication in
a way that speaks to these segments in the
most strategic and effective way.



TARGET MARKET SEGMENTS ONEG8.ONE 

In our extensive market research, we have
identified four primary market segments
(Group A, Group B, Group, C, and Group D):

Group A
Digital Natives & Trend-Followers

Group A mainly consists of digital natives
and trend-followers. This group is building
a huge part of our population. The people
in it tend to belong to the middle class,
which makes up approximately 50% of
the world's population. 

They are curious about new technologies
and are quickly willing to give new trends
a try. They are already (1) aware of the
advantages of a decentralized Web 3.0, or
(2) at least worried or conscious of the
disadvantages of Web 2.0 regarding
privacy, data protection, addictiveness,
and other considerations. 

These individuals are accustomed to
existing technology and are most active
on mobile devices. When this group
actively supports and refers others to the
ONEG8.ONE platform, they become the
driving force for quickly building a large
online community. 

Group B
Upper Middle-Class Income Bracket

Group B consists of individuals from the
upper 7-16% income bracket. These “upper
middle class” individuals are able and
interested to invest significant percentages of
their savings into a variety of asset classes.
Following a diversified strategy, they invest in
both traditional and high-risk assets such as
startups, cryptocurrencies, and more. 

This group’s comfort level with newer
technologies varies, yet they still see great
potential in the fintech markets. Although they
are active on mobile devices, they are less
active than Group A on social media. These
individuals are not immediately open to
marketing messages delivered through mass
media or large-scale marketing campaigns. It
is necessary to reach them on a much more
personal level. These individuals are essential
to the ONEG8.ONE mission because they can
provide valuable funding—in addition to
strengthening our image, seriousness, and
credibility as a respected global company.



TARGET MARKET SEGMENTS ONEG8.ONE 

Group C
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 

(SMEs)
 

Group C consists of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) that want to build, maintain,
and share information with their own
communities. These companies serve a local
market within a radius of 100km. These
businesses are often providing services and
products related to food, restaurants, and the
needs of everyday life. As such, they play a
major role in most economies, particularly in
developing countries. 

Representing 90% of all businesses and
accounting for 50% of global employment,
SMEs account for the majority of businesses
worldwide and are important contributors to
job creation and global economic development.
SMEs also contribute up to 40% of national
income (GDP) in emerging economies. To
service this group, we have developed special
tools and sales promotion measures that help
SMEs with producing their services and
products, scheduling, and the distributing of
tasks. ONEG8.ONE is working actively to
protect SMEs from the overreach and
exploitation of large corporations. We designed
our technical tools to provide SMEs with as
many advantages while they compete against
larger firms for market dominance.

Group D
Large Organizations and Companies

Group D consists of large organizations and
companies that want to leverage
ONEG8.ONE while maintaining their custom
branding and appearance. In relation to their
use of the ONEG8.ONE platform, these
organizations will be motivated to increase
employee loyalty, build a sense of
community around their brands, or to launch
new projects in the ONEG8.ONE
ecosystem. 

For Group D, ONEG8.ONE has developed a
white-label Web 3.1. concept where the
organization hosts its own G8-CHAIN node,
which ultimately contributes to the
decentralization and resilience of the entire
ONEG8.ONE network. At this time, the
ONEG8.ONE team actively approaches
organizations in this market segment
through our network of industry specialists,
who have been working in their respective
markets for decades.



SUB-TARGET GROUPS 
(OR THE PHASES OF ADOPTION)

ONEG8.ONE 

In addition to customizing our marketing
approach to each of the above market
segments, we must also remain aware that
ONEG8.ONE is offering a cutting-edge service
and experience that has never been available to
the public before. As such, our marketing
approach must recognize that—depending on
which “phase of adoption” a market segment is
at—the members of that market segment will
exhibit different levels of openness to
experimenting with and adopting ONEG8.ONE
services and technology. 

By understanding these sub-target groups
(or the various “phases of adoption”),
ONEG8.ONE marketing teams can adjust
their approaches and messaging to execute
more effective campaigns. With this in mind,
ONEG8.ONE recognizes the role of the
following sub-target groups—and their
willingness to adopt new innovations—at the
most critical phases of ONEG8.ONE
adoption and we will execute our marketing
campaigns according to the unique needs of
each sub-target group and stage:

Sub-Target Group 1 (Phase 1): Innovators

Innovators will comprise an estimated 2.5% of all ONEG8.ONE adopters. Those in this sub-
target group show a high willingness to take risks and a high tolerance for uncertainty. Usually,
they also have a significant number of widely dispersed contacts (geographically). Thus, they
are particularly willing and open to incorporating new ideas, concepts, and technologies into
their social lives and business strategies. 



SUB-TARGET GROUPS 
(OR THE PHASES OF ADOPTION)

ONEG8.ONE 

Sub-Target Group 2 (Phase 2): Early Adopters

Early adopters will comprise an
estimated 13.5% of all ONEG8.ONE
adopters. Compared to innovators,
early adopters are only slightly less
willing and open to adopt new
concepts and technologies.
Meanwhile, they are significantly
more willing than sub-target groups
3-5. Another key feature of early
adopters is that they are more
integrated into their local social
systems. Therefore, they play an
essential role in the process of
helping others understand and
adopt the new concepts and
technologies they are using. 

As “opinion leaders,” the members of this sub-
target group also enjoy respect from their peers,
and they are often approached for advice on the
new concepts and technologies they have
adopted. In this respect, they act as important
role models for other members of their
communities. Thus, they help new innovations
and technologies—like ONEG8.ONE—achieve
greater acceptance, and eventually, the critical
mass of users required for widespread adoption.

Incidentally, this group is by far the most critical
on the journey of adoption as it represents the
“chasm” that must be crossed to bring
ONEG8.ONE messaging to early majority for
mass adoption purposes. 

Sub-Target Group 3 (Phase 3): Early Majority

The early majority will comprise approximately 34% of all ONEG8.ONE adopters.
When it comes to embracing new technologies, the early majority is the first of the
largest sub-target groups. These individuals and organizations are bringing the
goal of widespread ONEG8.ONE adoption into reality. In contrast to early adopters,
the early majority do not tend to be “opinion leaders” regarding innovative
technologies. However, they often have even more social and business
connections than early adopters, which allows them to spread the new concepts
and technologies that they adopt wider and faster than any other sub-target group. 



SUB-TARGET GROUPS 
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Sub-Target Group 4 (Phase 4): Late Majority

Like the early majority, the late majority will
comprise approximately 34% of
ONEG8.ONE adopters, which means that
it is one of the two largest sub-target
groups (or phases) on the journey of
adoption for each market segment. Due to
its size, this an essential group for
adoption purposes and bringing them on
board is the sign of a mature and well-
developed innovation adoption campaign.

he late majority sub-target group tends to view
innovations with caution and only adopts them
when economic or social pressure threatens to
become too strong. The late majority also has
comparatively fewer resources than the early
majority, so the individuals and organizations in
this sub-target group can and will accept little
uncertainty when it comes to investing their
social and financial resources into new
concepts and technologies.

Sub-Target Group 5 (Phase 5): Laggards

Finally, as the last adopters of new concepts and innovations, the so-called laggards will comprise
approximately 16% of ONEG8.ONE adopters. These individuals and organizations are
fundamentally distrustful of new innovations and technologies. They are barely integrated socially,
and strongly oriented towards the past. Even more so than the late majority, the laggards have
limited financial resources at their disposal. Therefore, they are risk-averse when it comes to
adopting new concepts and innovations, and they will not make uncertain decisions. This sub-
target group will not adopt new innovation until it is absolutely required.

Bringing the Phases of Adoption Together

Considering these sub-target groups and
phases, there is one critical point—or
chasm—along the “phases of adoption”
that is critical to ONEG8.ONE's marketing
and overall success. This chasm comes
after the first and second groups
(innovators and early adopters and before
the very important majorities (early and
late majority). While staying aware that this
crucial step is coming along the journey of
adoption, our marketing strategy hinges
upon the alignment of our communication
with the precise phase that a particular
target group happens to be at. 

During the first phase, the marketing
strategy focuses on bringing
trendsetters on board. During the
second phase, the marketing strategy is
dedicated to the critical juncture of
jumping over the chasm. During the third
phase, we strengthen the early majority.
Finally, in the fourth, we focus on
speaking to the late majority. 



MARKETING PLAN 
 AND STRATEGIES

ONEG8.ONE 

The ONEG8.ONE marketing
strategy leverages innovative,
client-oriented sales and
marketing initiatives to grow
the ONEG8.ONE user base.
These initiatives pay close
attention to the needs and
characteristics of our clients—
and the market segments and
sub-target groups they belong
to. Ultimately, the needs and
perspectives of these groups
will guide and determine how
we promote the ONEG8.ONE
platform and its data-private
services and technologies. 

In all of our initiatives, we follow
a widely diversified
omnichannel strategy. This
allows us to pursue the goal of
reaching our potential and
existing clients through as many
different channels, and on as
many different devices, as
possible—making ONEG8.ONE
unmissable over time.

Our marketing initiatives also rely on the unique revenue-sharing Tokenomics
strategies outlined in previous sections. These Tokenomics strategies use the $G8-
COIN to provide financial incentives that motivate existing ONEG8.ONE customers
to participate in the process of acquiring new clients at every level—thus reducing
all expenses associated with attracting, converting, and retaining clients.

We accompany these approaches with the consistent monitoring of Key-
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that allow us to test, analyze, and optimize client
interactions, feedback, and conversions. In this way, we continually improve the
success of marketing initiatives while minimizing costs.

8.



MARKETING FOCUS &
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

ONEG8.ONE 

ONEG8.ONE provides a much-needed, highly secure, and data-private alternative to our
common digital world. Nevertheless, ONEG8.ONE and its supporters are early in the trend to
embrace Web 3.1, decentralization, and data privacy. As such, we face the challenge of
disrupting and breaking up the common and familiar. We also face the challenge of convincing
future ONEG8.ONE users of why our platform is needed. 

This means that our
communication strategy has to
follow the MAYA principle
(meaning “The Most Advanced
Yet Acceptable”). The MAYA
principle is a communications
approach that bridges the gap
between the familiar and the
novel. The principle recognizes
that in order to sell something
familiar, it’s necessary to make it
surprising, and in order to sell
something surprising, it’s
necessary to make it familiar. In
this way, the innovative
structures of ONEG8.ONE and
its marketing must strive to
honor the familiar—especially
when it comes to the digital
environments in which the world
is already comfortable (or using
the analogy of the ONEG8.ONE
Spaceship). By making our
novel approach to common
technology feel familiar, we can
address as many people as
possible in different market
segments, which is crucial in our
current stage. 

Our key focus lies in building and growing our community. Therefore, we need to maintain a strong
focus on activating the masses—with familiar ideas and messaging—on the platforms where they
already interact. With these considerations in mind, the majority of ONGE8.ONE marketing funds
will go to the following areas:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Xfh8RBSjbU


MARKETING FOCUS &
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In addition to leveraging our own channels on popular social media platforms, our
social media and influencer strategy focuses on affiliating with social media influencers
(e.g., DeFi and Web 3.0/3.1 experts, podcast hosts, etc.) with large audiences—
especially those with audiences that identify with ONEG8.ONE’s identity as an
advanced data-protected environment. 

We are also collaborating with investment coaches, international financial YouTubers,
and their respective social media communities. These individuals tend to be innovators
and early adopters in the Group A market segment (see Section 7, above). 

By establishing G8-Affiliate relationships with these influencers (as described in the
Tokenomics section, above), ONEG8.ONE can gain access to a combined reach of
over 100 million followers via 100 influencers. ONEG8.ONE will intensify these alliances
soon. 

Social Media & Social Media Influencers
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IE-Mail marketing and the ONEG8.ONE website
are crucial tools for generating contacts that do
not depend on third-party providers. This
applies to all marketing segments and sub-
target groups. Both email and our website play
important roles in generating new clients and
strengthening existing relationships. These tools
are vital for communication, image building,
credibility, lead generation, and more.

ONEG8.ONE can target specific Marketing
Qualified Leads (MQLs). MQLs are target clients
that have demonstrated an interest in
ONEG8.ONE services in meaningful ways
(outlined below). They may have taken the initial
steps to engage but have not made the final
decision. The distinction between an ordinary
lead and an MQL is that the qualified lead’s
behavior is comparatively active and engaged.
MQL actions include: 

Email-Marketing &
Website

Marketing Qualified Leads
(MQLs)

Downloading brochures or a free white paper 

Filling out online gated forms 

Submitting an email address for the ONEG8.ONE newsletter or mailing list

Requesting calls/conversations to learn more about ONEG8.ONE

Spending a significant amount of time on the ONEG8.ONE website or the social media channels

Clicking on an ad to find the ONEG8.ONE webpage



MARKETING FOCUS &
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
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Building strong public relations campaigns is crucial to strengthening ONEG8.ONE's reputation
in the world. Several partners of ONEG8.ONE are already preparing successfully for print media:
Articles and press releases are spreading the word about our mission and company and
increasing our online and offline presence. Building on the foundation of our already published
articles, we will continue with this media strategy and regularly issue the latest information about
the rapid development of ONEG8.ONE in newspapers and magazines. We will also place
advertisements to attract the attention of potential investors and clients/ users. 

Using media like television and radio
complements the ONEG8.ONE
omnichannel strategy. By focusing on
organic content—such as television
and radio interviews, talk shows, and
other formats—we supply these
channels with valuable content that
our clients can profit from or even
interact with.

 Additionally, ONEG8.ONE can invest
in television advertisement campaigns
depending on our future strategy in
this area. Using the enormous
potential of podcasts, we plan to
appear on popular podcasts as well as
create our own podcast in the future.

Press

Television & Radio

Thanks to our reliable connections, we are currently providing content for a renowned, well-known
global media company and intend to further strengthen the relationship with them. ONEG8.ONE's
focus is on quality, acclaimed, and influential print and online media further build our reputation as a
robust, Swiss-based, highly professional, and incredibly fast digital ecosystem and data-private
company in the global Web 3.0 sphere.
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Events
Depending on the type of event, we could be focusing more on target group A or target group
B. However, events are especially important for marketing to group B.

Major industry events are essential for professional networking and relationship-building.
These events bring numerous opportunities to build a meaningful physical presence in the
global market and throughout the broader digital and Web 3.0 ecosystem industry.
ONEG8.ONE will actively tailor our presence based on event type—from trade shows to black-
tie industry galas—to best represent the ONEG8.ONE brand.  

Attending industry conferences and events has proven to be highly successful in creating
leads and attention. ONEG8.ONE intends to continue using industry conferences and events
for networking and attracting new clients and investors. 



PARTNERSHIP
STRATEGY

ONEG8.ONE 

Focusing on strong and reliable partnerships is key to the overall success of
ONEG8.ONE. Partnerships help us build a powerful brand and invaluable network—
connecting us with influential people and spreading our word in different sectors.
ONEG8.ONE pursues partnerships in the following areas:

ONEG8.ONE can further build our industry
presence—extending beyond limited-time
events—by building and maintaining
relationships with key figures and
influential thought leaders in the
blockchain and FinTech industry. Doing
so helps management to build strategic,
long-lasting relationships and establish a
meaningful global network. Over time,
ONEG8.ONE can develop our personal
and professional relationships into formal
business partnerships with long-term
mutual benefits

Industry Rapport & 
Personal Relationships

Existing Partnership Programs 
& Cooperation

In this early stage of our existence,
ONEG8.ONE has already established
strong and exclusive partnerships with
dozens of service providers, advertising
agencies, media companies, developer
teams, and projects that have cooperated
on delivering the ONEG8.ONE structure,
technologies, messaging, and services—
in addition to building G8-CHAIN
blockchain and $G8-COIN. We will
continue to deepen and strengthen these
partnerships. 

Future Partnership Programs  

ONEG8.ONE will pursue new strategic
relationships with key stakeholders in the global
digital and blockchain sector. Direct channel
partnership programs will help us better serve
our clients—with partnerships providing unique
technologies and insights into client trends and
engagement patterns in global target markets.
Partnership programs also allow our company
to offer clients better service and cross-brand
marketing opportunities that optimize the
ONEG8.ONE experience. ONEG8.ONE will
simultaneously seek to incentivize our partners
with relationship-building measures (e.g., loyalty
programs) to facilitate cross-channel
engagement. An important part of these efforts
is the G8-Affiliate feature of the $G8-COIN
Tokenomics (see Tokenomics section, above).

Communication Partnerships 

Following our goal to deliver unique and
outstanding communications all over the globe,
we plan to partner with international public
relations and marketing agencies. In this area,
we’re already in discussions with multiple well-
established agencies.



PARTNERSHIP
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As people always follow people,
ONEG8.ONE follows the strategy to also
win known and established ambassadors
who spread the word about our brand and
also bring their community to our platform.
Using the power of influence and
popularity, ONEG8.ONE will wisely
consider which ambassadors are a
suitable match for our united success.
Additionally, we will consider ways to
sponsor online and real-world events
when they align with our branding strategy
and company mission.

Ambassadors & Sponsoring 

Promotion & Referral Programs 

ONEG8.ONE will seek to offer our clients
unique referral promotions and rewards
(e.g., signup promotions, referral bonuses
for family and friends, limited-time
discounts, etc.) to accelerate adoption
and increase client engagement in the
early stages. In some instances, we may
offer key stakeholders referral bonuses for
bringing new clients to our services—
along with incentive and loyalty programs
to ensure long-term cross-channel
engagement. Promotion strategies
effectively attract new clients in the
blockchain industry, reducing the barrier
to purchase. At the same time, a referral
and loyalty-based program increases
switching costs and incentivizes
continued engagement with the
ONEG8.ONE platform. An important part
of these efforts is the G8-Affiliate feature
of the $G8-COIN Tokenomics (see
Tokenomics section, above).

Referral & Affiliate Program 

Besides those referral promotions, ONEG8.ONE
will offer unique chances to support our company
and its projects as an affiliate both out and inside
the platform. To build a huge community, we offer
one of the most interesting and attractive
compensation plans in this area with direct
commissions between 10% and 20% on sales
volumes and download payments (see the section
on Tokenomics of the $G8-COIN for a full
description, above). Thus, ONEG8.ONE is creating
a win-win relationship by offering high-earning
opportunities to our affiliates—also known as $G8-
Affiliates—which stands to push our community
building exponentially. In this affiliate program, we
will also motivate our community to review
ONEG8.ONE on common and established public
platforms, like Trustpilot, to create testimonials and
reviews throughout the internet. In doing this, we
will significantly increase ONEG8.ONE credibility.



CORPORATE CLIENT ACQUISITION
& RETENTION STRATEGY 

ONEG8.ONE 

Several strategic focuses (outlined below) help ONEG8.ONE minimize the expense of acquiring
and retaining clients. Client acquisition and retention are essential KPIs that our team will
continue to monitor. We will pay close attention to retention, as the cost associated with retaining
existing clients is significantly less than attracting new clients. Our network-based platform, the
$G8-COIN Tokenomics features, and the ONEG8.ONE Shareholder Option NFT models (see
Tokenomics section, above) allow us to effectively utilize existing clients to generate recurring
revenues and new client acquisitions. 

Additionally, the following marketing srategies ensure that we take all steps necessary to
maximize acquisition and retention rates: 

Customizing Messages & Offers

The customization of our messages and
offers relies on the segmentation of
clients based on type (e.g., the market
segments and sub-target groups
described in the previous sections). It also
relies on considering the associated
needs, habits, and patterns of each
market segment and sub-group. This
customization helps us design retention-
based sales and marketing campaigns
oriented toward specific global client
groups. In all cases, we tailor messages—
such as weekly industry newsletters,
advertising, and email campaigns—to
each target client group with content
designed to achieve our current
objectives. 

Ensuring Proactive Client Service 

ONEG8.ONE understands that it's
always better to prevent issues and
problems rather than trying to cure them
after the fact. Treating clients well,
educating them, and resolving their
incidents quickly and proactively are
essential components of ONEG8.ONE
client service policies—whether dealing
with current or future clients.

Preemptively Soliciting Client Feedback 

Before launching any service line, we must
understand what clients in different market
segments require. By doing so, our company can
be confident that our latest service line
extensions will succeed. Soliciting feedback and
engaging clients in creating our services is critical
for building industry relations and fostering a
sense of belonging and loyalty to the
ONEG8.ONE brand.

Ensuring Quick &
Efficient Communication

Transparent communication is essential in
building ONEG8.ONE's reputation, establishing its
brand image, and inspiring confidence among
clients and key industry stakeholders. Ensuring
messages are as clear, informative, and
transparent as possible is critical. In these efforts,
ONEG8.ONE places a premium on building and
maintaining an array of streamlined digital
communications channels, both internally and
externally with our target clients and industry
partners.



Introduce first project idea of Vision 8 creation and the start of technical and hardware

development building in Dubai, China, and Switzerland 

Create the first outline of project structure and ideas as well as team building 

Architecture and start of code development for the ecosystem and application (Social Media,

Messenger, Stories, DATAG8 System and management, Online Shop, Decentralized Multi

Currency Wallet, Video Call System, Phone Call System, Digital E-Learning System, Home

Schooling System, Fundraising Environment, Donation, and Project Introduction

Complete test start of the application and ecosystem and new ideas, in addition to changes

based on new regulations

Start network and partner implementations into the platform

Test and optimize beta version of the DATAG8, ecosystem and platform

Create decentralization with multiple server farms and structures

Setting the application for Android, iOS and APK live (BETA Version) 

Structuring and schooling the new team for day to day management and operations 

Start ONEG8.ONE spin-off company creation in Switzerland and Dubai

Prepare for fundraising for the next phase of the project 

Create and install a sales office for SMEs in Hungary and Austria

NEW STRATEGY, ROADMAP &
GO-TO-MARKET SUMMARY

ONEG8.ONE 

COMPLETED OBJECTIVES: 2016-2022 (PHASE 1)

9.



ONEG8.ONE 
SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES
CURRENTLY IN ACTION 
2023 (PHASE 2)

Start implementing new strategy

Create new business plan based on market research

Create new white paper 

Create new token and economics on Polygon Edge as well as new Blockchain 

Start testing of new Polygon Edge Blockchain integration

Bring app out of beta status

Bring platform out of beta status 

Finish first level of redesign 

Introduce  new team and company structure

Create and code the Gold Pool for $G8-COIN value building 

(Waiting for Financial Market Authority approval)

Begin first marketing activities through Social media channels, worldwide press,

and select influencers

Start to work on new METAG8 games for ONEG8.ONE 

Quarter 1: 2023



Quarter 2&3: 
2023

Kick off the new Polygon Edge-based G8-CHAIN Blockchain 

Finalize code audit by a credible organization

Obtain legal opinion for the platform and app structure for exchange listing 

Start a swapping mechanism as per the white paper 

Launch referral link G8-Affiliate system for new users acquisition and passive income structure

Start subscription fees for the platform and app 

Launch full-steam marketing campaign and sales activities 

Start email marketing and direct address communications 

Focus work on securing two new exchange listings, one to be listed in Q3 2023

with the new G8-CHAIN blockchain

Plan roadmap for Q4 2023 and Q1 2024

Establish a company in Dubai for Middle East Market with a strong focus on SMEs

Build a new team in Hungary for sales and project building for the Central European Market

ONEG8.ONE 
SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES
CURRENTLY IN ACTION
2023 (PHASE 2)

Goals for the coming 12 months: To reach 250,000 paid subscriptions
of private users, 5,000 company accounts for business and
presentation of products to “SMEs” as well as seven big white label
projects. Also, to list G8-COIN on at least one new tier 2 exchange.



ONEG8.ONE LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES
2023-2026
ONEG8.ONE has established the following core objectives for the next three years (2023-2026)

Financing: Acquire financing via Equite investment in different stages pre Series and then Series A
and B. This Financing will initiate core business activities, fund capital, and operating costs, and fund
marketing expenses during go-to-market phases. It will also fund the development of our coin-
oriented portfolio to enable new business development and expansion options across our global
target markets.

Tier-1 Exchange Listings: List on at least two Tier-1 globally operative and regulated exchanges with
good reputations in the market.

Consultation and Planning: Complete all strategic consultation and planning tasks related to initial
fundraising and business development processes. This will facilitate crucial service line extensions—
especially with regard to adding exciting new platform features and scaling the platform to manage
more users—during go-to-market phases and subsequent periods of business development.

Product and Services Development: Develop innovative new products and service lines based on
current market data and direct client feedback. This will enhance the brand's value offerings and
create new revenue sources worldwide.

Integrate Cross-Channel Sales and Marketing Tools: Expand the website, ecosystem, and social
media platforms into comprehensive, cross-channel sales and marketing tools to boost client
attraction and conversion rates, build a large media following, and generate higher brand recognition,
credibility, and traction in international markets.

Strategic Advertising and Marketing: Execute key strategic market entry and advertising plans—
supported by extensive, targeted sales and marketing campaigns—to expand the Company’s
influence in key global target markets.

Organize New Marketing Initiative: Organize and execute new marketing initiatives across target
regions to consistently surpass annual revenue/profit targets and exceed other KPIs—such as client
acquisition and retention rates—across our key target markets and client demographics.

Develop Key Industry Partnerships: Partner with key industry stakeholders—including leading
financial advisors, investors, and global education stakeholders and partners—to access new global
target markets, foster higher levels of blockchain collaboration and innovation, mitigate internal and
external risks, and reduce operational costs.

Scale Brand Recognition and Credibility: Scale industry recognition and credibility for the brand via
the execution of current go-to-market phases, a comprehensive marketing plan, and other strategic
objectives as our business steadily expands and achieves a more significant market share.



Utilizing our unique value creation process to ensure each service offering exceeds customer
expectations and delivers absolute satisfaction—generating perpetual brand loyalty and
overwhelmingly positive referrals in every post-sale interaction.   

Perpetually testing and developing our services and technologies to ensure that our value
chain offers unparalleled levels of premium, competitive value for customers.

Ensuring that our core service offerings retain their superior reputation and growing presence
throughout international target markets—with high quality and value at every level.

Ensuring that our strategic entry and marketing plans are proceeding according to plan—
adjusting as required and constantly adapting based on market conditions and current
projections.

Building and regularly leveraging relationships with partners, potential investors, and other key
industry stakeholders to ensure a robust corporate network. 

Ensuring that we adhere to a competitive pricing model to optimize our competitive edge.

KEYS TO ROADMAP SUCCESS ONEG8.ONE 

ONEG8.ONE has identified the following  keys to successful roadmap completion: 

FINAL THOUGHTS10.

As we have discussed in this white paper, current events, the aggressive data collection efforts
of large technology firms, and the harmful societal effects of these developments show an
urgent need, growing interest, and pressing demand for data privacy—especially when it comes
to the protection of one's information in the digital universe. Indeed, headlines are dominated
worldwide with the activities of cybercriminals and the intrusions of large corporations into our
daily lives. 

This statement is not intended to create fear or lack of trust in our governments, institutions,
and large corporations. Instead, it's an urgent message about promoting and protecting the
right to privacy and the free development of all human beings, in every sense. It’s also a clear
message that we can achieve all of these aspirations without sacrificing any of the benefits of
modern technology—and we can do it now, with ONEG8.ONE.



ONEG8.ONE 

COMMITMENT 
TO OUR CLIENTS 

Our network and ecosystem should make everyday life easier. It should supply a technology
that our clients can use for work, education, or fun. ONEG8.ONE is meant to be a tool to break
new ground and connect everything under one roof—while establishing and safeguarding the
strictest standards of data privacy for modern business and consumer technology. 

In this respect, the ONEG8.ONE team is dedicated to providing clear rules, transparency, and
fair handling of user data and creating a trustworthy environment. We do not collect personal
data where it is not needed for the services our clients and customers consume and want. If
there are no legal requirements, we do not store any user activity information. In the event that
data storage is legally necessary, we delete all associated account information after a period of
90 days following account closure, and we hold no backups after this time.

This commitment to our clients also includes our mission and determination to achieve our
clients’ own goals, and our determination to deliver results to our clients. The team at
ONEG8.ONE has taken up this challenge. We have dedicated our work and focus to creating a
network of trust, privacy, and security while putting our coin—and therefore our community—at
the center of our activities.
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Not financial advice — The information in this document is provided for your convenience only and
is not intended to be treated as financial, investment, tax, or other advice. Nothing contained in the
white paper constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or offer by ONEG8.ONE its
agents, employees, contractors, and any affiliated companies to buy or sell any securities or other
financial instruments. All content on this site is information of a general nature and does not
address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Nothing in the white paper
constitutes professional and/or financial advice, nor does any information herein constitute a
comprehensive or complete statement of the matters discussed or the law relating thereto. You
alone assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with the use of
any information or other content in this white paper before making any decisions based on such
information. ONEG8.ONE and its agents, employees, contractors, and any affiliated companies are
not responsible or liable for any possible claim for damages arising from any decision you make
based on the information made available to you through its website, platform, or this white paper.
Not investment advice — All investments are highly speculative in nature and involve substantial
risk of loss. We encourage everyone to invest very carefully. We also encourage investors to get
personal advice from their professional investment advisor and to make independent
investigations before acting on the information provided. We do not in any way whatsoever warrant
or guarantee the success of any action you take in reliance on statements or information available.
Due diligence is your responsibility alone and has to be done carefully before participating in any
project or plan on the ONEG8.ONE application, website, platform, or ecosystem. Past performance
is not necessarily indicative of future results. All investments carry significant risk and all
investment decisions of an individual remain the specific responsibility of that individual. There is
no guarantee that systems, indicators, or signals will result in profits or that they will not result in full
or partial losses. All investors are advised to fully understand all risks associated with any kind of
investing they choose to do. Regulatory environment and legal risks — The regulatory environment
for cryptocurrencies is constantly evolving, and it is possible that future changes could have a
material impact on the viability of the cryptocurrency described in this white paper. You should be
aware of the potential risks associated with investing in cryptocurrencies and should consult with
your own legal and financial advisors before making any investment decisions. ONEG8.ONE
cannot guarantee that the cryptocurrency will be in compliance with any applicable laws,
regulations, or other rules, and it is possible that the cryptocurrency could be subject to legal
restrictions in the future. By using the ONEG8.ONE platform or participating in the cryptocurrency,
you assume the risk of any potential legal or regulatory consequences. Not legal advice — The
information provided in this white paper is for general information purposes only and is not an
alternative to legal advice from your lawyer, other professional services provider, or expert. It is not
intended to provide legal advice or opinions of any kind. You should not act, or refrain from acting,
based solely upon the information provided herein or without first seeking appropriate legal or
other professional advice. If you have any specific questions about any legal matter, you should
consult your lawyer, other professional services provider, or expert. You should never delay
seeking legal advice, disregard legal advice, or commence or discontinue any legal action because
of the information in this white paper. The information is provided for your convenience only. This
information may have no evidentiary value and should be checked against official sources before it
is used for any purpose. It is your responsibility to determine whether this information is admissible
in each judicial or administrative proceeding and whether there are any other evidentiary or filing
requirements. Your use of this information is at your own risk.
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